RESOLUTION

RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $60,000 FROM ACCOUNT 545-97020 “WELFARE COSTS, RENT PAYMENTS” INTO ACCOUNT 552-75140 “PARKS AND RECREATION – PARKS REHAB”

CITY OF NASHUA

In the Year Two Thousand and Seven

RESOLVED by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua that the sum of $60,000 be transferred from account 545-97020 “Welfare Costs, Rent Payments” into account 552-75140 “Parks and Recreation – Parks Rehab” for the renovation of Erion Field on Robinson Road.

Renovations and improvements proposed, but not limited to, are:

- Playground equipment replacement
- Signage
- Backstop, dugout and fence repairs.
- Basketball court overlay and repainting
- Ball field improvements including the possibly of adding irrigation
- Road edge safety improvements
- Possible new parking spaces